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Layer-stacking domain walls in bilayer graphene are emerging as a fascinating one-20 

dimensional (1D) system1-11 that features stacking solitons1-4 structurally and quantum 21 

valley-Hall boundary states5-11 electronically. The interactions between electrons in the two-22 

dimensional (2D) graphene domains and the one-dimensional domain wall solitons can lead 23 

to further novel quantum phenomena. Domain-wall solitons of varied local structures exist 24 

along different crystallographic orientations1,2,12,13, which can exhibit distinct electrical, 25 

mechanical, and optical properties. Here we report soliton-dependent 2D graphene plasmon 26 

reflection at different 1D domain wall solitons in bilayer graphene using near-field infrared 27 

nanoscopy. We observe various domain wall structures in mechanically exfoliated graphene 28 

bilayers, including network forming triangular lattices, individual straight or bent lines, 29 

and even closed circles. The near-field infrared contrast of domain wall solitons arises from 30 

plasmon reflection at domain walls, and exhibits markedly different behaviors at the 31 

tensile- and shear-type domain wall solitons. In addition, the plasmon reflection at domain 32 

walls displays a peculiar dependence on electrostatic gating. Our study demonstrates the 33 

unusual and tunable coupling between 2D graphene plasmons and domain wall solitons.  34 

Bilayer graphene has attracted much research interests due to its unique electronic14-17 and optical 35 

properties18-20, such as unusual quantum Hall states and tunable semiconductor bandgaps. Two 36 

degenerate lowest-energy stacking orders AB and BA exist in bilayer graphene21, and one 37 

stacking order can transit to the other through shifting the top layer graphene with respect to the 38 

bottom layer along the armchair direction (a transition dislocation vector)1-2. The region of 39 

transition between AB- and BA- stacked bilayer graphene domains forms a soliton-like 1D 40 

domain wall1-4. Bilayer graphene is the thinnest crystal that can confine a layer-stacking domain 41 

wall, providing an attractive two-dimensional platform to explore physics of domain wall solitons. 42 

Different types of domain wall solitons can exist in bilayer graphene depending on the soliton 43 

orientation relative to the transition dislocation vector: solitons parallel to the dislocation vector 44 

are characterized by a shear strain at the domain wall, while solitons perpendicular to the 45 

dislocation vector are characterized by a tensile strain. The unique 1D Domain wall solitons and 46 

their interactions with excitations in 2D bilayer graphene domains can lead to fascinating 47 

structural, electrical, and optical properties. Structurally, the domain walls form nanometer wide 48 

strain solitons with the width correlated with the type of solitons1-2. Electrically, topologically 49 

protected quantum-valley-Hall edge states at the domain walls have been theoretically 50 

predicted5,7-11 and experimentally observed6. Such edge states are present for all domain walls, but 51 

their microscopic electronic structure may vary dramatically in different types of solitons. 52 



Optically, the domain wall solitons give rise to remarkable local features that enabled direct 53 

visualization of the solitons by near-field infrared nanoscopy6. Physical origin of the local optical 54 

responses, however, is yet unknown. Here we report the observation of strong surface plasmon 55 

reflection at domain wall solitons, which is quite unexpected because the electronic structure 56 

change is relatively smooth and weak over the layer-stacking domain walls compared to the 57 

abrupt and strong changes at graphene edges.  This plasmon reflection is largely responsible for 58 

the near-field optical contrast of domain wall solitons. More surprisingly, we find that a wide 59 

variety of soliton structures are present naturally in exfoliated bilayer graphene, and the plasmon 60 

reflection exhibits striking dependence on the type of domain wall solitons. In addition, the 61 

plasmon reflection at the domain wall solitons can be controlled by electrostatic gating. These 62 

observations highlight the unique and rich physical behavior at domain wall solitons in bilayer 63 

graphene. 64 

Figure 1a illustrates a schematic of the near-field infrared nanoscopy technique22-25 in which an 65 

infrared light beam at λ=10.6 µm was focused onto the apex of a conductive atomic force 66 

microscope (AFM) tip and the back-scattered light was collected for near-field imaging (see 67 

Methods and Supplementary Information for details of the technique). The topography and near-68 

field nanoscopy images of a representative bilayer graphene with domain walls are displayed in 69 

figure 1b and 1c, respectively. The topography image is largely featureless within the bilayer 70 

region (Fig 1b). In contrast, the near-field image (Fig. 1c) shows many bright lines that arise from 71 

AB-BA domain wall solitons across the bilayer region.  72 

We observe a remarkable richness of domain wall patterns in as-exfoliated bilayer graphene using 73 

near-field infrared nanoscopy, as illustrated in Fig. 1c and Fig. 2. The most common patterns are 74 

relatively straight domain wall solitons extending across a bilayer (Fig. 1c). However, sometimes 75 

we observe dense triangular lattices formed by meshes of domain wall solitons (Fig. 2a), sharply 76 

bent L-shape solitons (Fig. 2b), or even solitons forming a closed-loop circle (Fig. 2c). These 77 

different domain wall patterns provide a rich platform to explore solitons of different domain wall 78 

configurations. Indeed, the high-resolution images in Fig. 2 show that the domain walls can 79 

exhibit very different near-field optical features. In the dense triangular domain wall network of 80 

Fig. 2a, all domain walls are characterized by one bright line in the near-field image. For the 81 

sharply bent L-shape domain wall in Fig. 2b, one segment shows one bright line, while the other 82 

segment at 90 degree shows a pair of two bright lines. This behavior is most striking in the 83 

circular domain wall (Fig. 2c): the domain wall segments close to vertical direction features one 84 

bright line, and the segments close to the horizontal direction features double bright lines. We 85 



also notice that the single-bright-line feature is generally weaker than the double-bright-line 86 

feature. These results demonstrate unambiguously that domain wall solitons along different 87 

orientations can have very different electronic structures and near-field optical responses at 10.6 88 

μm excitation.  89 

To understand this unusual soliton-dependent optical behavior, we first examine the microscopic 90 

structure of the possible domain wall soliton configurations. AB- and BA- stacked bilayer 91 

graphene are two degenerate states with the lowest stacking energy21. To switch from AB to BA 92 

stacking, the top layer graphene needs to shift relative to the bottom layer by a carbon-carbon 93 

bond length of 1.42 Å along the armchair direction, defining a dislocation vector1. A change in 94 

the relative orientation of the domain wall soliton and the dislocation vector leads to a different 95 

local structure at the domain wall. Figure 2d and 2e illustrate the schematics of two limiting cases 96 

of the domain wall soliton in bilayer graphene. Figure 2d shows a shear soliton, where the right 97 

(left) domain on the top layer graphene shifts upward (downward) along the armchair orientation, 98 

i.e. the domain wall is parallel to the dislocation. Figure 2e shows a tensile soliton, where the 99 

right (left) domain on the top layer shifts left (right) along the zigzag direction, i.e. the domain 100 

wall is perpendicular to the dislocation. Previous structural studies of the domain wall soliton 101 

using high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (TEM) reveal that the shear and tensile 102 

solitons have different widths at 6 nm and 11 nm, respectively1. In addition, the TEM study 103 

shows that the six-fold symmetric triangular domain wall networks are usually composed of only 104 

shear solitons.  105 

The unusual near-field optical patterns of domain wall solitons can be understood 106 

phenomenologically by assigning the single-bright-line and double-bright-line features to shear 107 

and tensile solitons, respectively. We measured three bilayer samples with triangular domain wall 108 

networks like those in Fig. 2a, which are composed of shear solitons based on previous TEM 109 

studies1. All such domain walls in triangle networks show the single-bright-line feature with no 110 

exception. In Fig. 2b the two segments of the L-shaped domain wall have a 90 degree bend, 111 

corresponding to a shear- to tensile-soliton transition. Accordingly, the near-field optical contrast 112 

changes from a segment of single-bright-line to two-bright-lines. The circular soliton in Fig. 2c, 113 

by its topology, should have two shear soliton segments and two tensile soliton segments around 114 

its circumferences, consistent with the observation of alternating single-bright-line and double-115 

bright-line features around the circle. We note that domain wall solitons between the shear and 116 

tensile segments should exhibit a smooth transition of electronic structure and near-field optical 117 

contrast, but our experiments are not able to probe these finer details. Statistically there are more 118 



domain walls characterized by a single bright line, consistent with the fact that the shear soliton 119 

have a slightly lower energy than the tensile soliton.  120 

Next we investigate the physical origin of the near-field optical contrast of domain wall solitons 121 

in bilayer graphene. The double-bright-line feature at tensile domain wall solitons shows that the 122 

near-field optical responses are highly nonlocal. Such feature can arise from reflection of two-123 

dimensional (2D) graphene plasmons, as observed at domain boundaries in monolayer graphene26. 124 

To test this surface plasmon reflection hypothesis, we studied the gate-dependence of the domain 125 

wall soliton feature because the properties of 2D graphene plasmon can be continuously tuned 126 

through electrostatic gating27-30. 127 

Figure 3a shows the evolution of the near-field infrared image of a bilayer graphene containing 128 

shear soliton, tensile soliton, and layer edges as the backgate voltage is varied from 60V to −80V.  129 

Gate-dependent plasmon responses in graphene and its reflection at layer edges have been 130 

extensively studied previously28-31. The wavelength and intensity of graphene plasmon increase 131 

monotonically with the carrier density induced by electrostatic gating. Consequently, the plasmon 132 

interference pattern at graphene edges becomes more pronounced and its period becomes longer 133 

as the charge density increases. In our experiment, we find that the edge plasmon disappears at Vg 134 

= 60V, corresponding to the charge neutral point (CNP). Away from the CNP, the edge plasmon 135 

feature becomes stronger and has longer wavelength with increased doping (at decreased gate 136 

voltages). The near-field optical feature at the tensile domain wall exhibits a behavior very 137 

similar to the edge plasmon: the double-bright-line feature is weakest at CNP, and it becomes 138 

more pronounced and has a longer wavelength at higher doping (Fig. 3b). It demonstrates 139 

unambiguously that the double-bright-line feature at tensile domain walls in the near-field optical 140 

image is largely due to reflection of graphene plasmon. The near-field optical feature around the 141 

shear domain wall (Fig. 3a) also shows systematic gate dependence: the feature is unobservable at 142 

CNP, and it gets brighter with increased doping. At gate voltages lower than −20V, two new 143 

parallel lines appear on the two sides of the central bright line, and the separation of these lines 144 

increases with the gate voltage. This unusual gate dependence, including the disappearance of 145 

contrast at CNP and multiple-parallel-line feature at high gate voltages, indicates that the near-146 

field optical contrast of shear soliton is also dominated by plasmonic reflection at the domain wall. 147 

The distinct appearances of shear and tensile solitons suggest that plasmon reflection at the 148 

domain walls varies significantly at different type of solitons, presumably due to their different 149 

local structures and electronic bands. The plasmon reflection can be characterized in general by 150 



the reflectance and phase: The reflectance determines the magnitude of the contrast, and the 151 

reflection phase determines the position of constructive interference (i.e. the bright lines) in the 152 

near-field optical images. Both parameters are different for plasmon reflection at shear and tensile 153 

solitons. 154 

We first examine the plasmon reflectance. It is obvious from Fig. 3 that the contrast at tensile 155 

solitons is stronger than that at the shear solitons for every gate voltage. The same behavior was 156 

observed in all as-prepared samples without electrical gating. This stronger near-field contrast at 157 

tensile domain wall soliton corresponds to higher reflectance. To be more quantitative, we can 158 

compare the domain wall contrast to that of the layer edges, where the plasmon reflection is close 159 

to 100%. The reflectance then can be estimated as r = ( − )/( − ), where 160 

,	 ,	  are the near-field signal of the domain wall bright line, the edge bright line, and 161 

the bulk background, respectively. Figure 4a shows the reflectance from both the tensile and 162 

shear solitons when the gate voltage varies from 0 to −80V. Apparently the plasmon reflectance 163 

is higher at tensile domain walls, and the reflection becomes weaker at both domain walls with 164 

increased carrier doping. Both behaviors can be understood qualitatively by considering the 165 

effects of domain wall width and plasmon wavelength: the reflectance tends to be higher for 166 

wider domain walls and shorter plasmon wavelength. It has been shown in TEM studies that the 167 

domain wall width of tensile solitons (~11 nm) is larger than that of shear solitons (~6 nm). 168 

Consequently, tensile domain walls can have stronger plasmon reflection. At higher carrier 169 

density the plasmon wavelength becomes longer, and the reflectance decreases for all types of 170 

solitons.    171 

Next we examine the plasmon reflection phase. Figure 4b displays plasmon interference profiles 172 

at the layer edge, shear soliton, and tensile soliton at = −80 . The profiles are averaged along 173 

the layer edge and the domain wall solitons to increase the signal/noise ratio, so that weaker 174 

interference fringes become observable. The plasmon wavelength is determined to be λp ≈ 120 175 

nm by measuring the peak-to-peak distance in the plasmon interference profile at the layer edge 176 

(top panel of Fig. 4b). In each side of the domain wall, the plasmon interference pattern is formed 177 

by tip-launched forward and soliton-reflected backward plasmon waves, which is similar as 178 

plasmon interference at graphene edge. Plasmon waves coming from both sides get reflected in 179 

the same way, and form a symmetrical interference pattern. Shear solitons and tensile solitons 180 

show very different behavior: at the soliton position (i.e. at the center), the interference pattern 181 

exhibits a peak for shear solitons and a dip for tensile solitons. Since the interference pattern is 182 

directly related to the reflection phase shift, different interference patterns indicate different 183 



reflection phase shifts for shear and tensile solitons. Empirically, we can define an effective phase 184 

shift 	by = 	2 1 − ,	where D is the distance between two symmetric peaks. For tensile 185 

solitons, ≈ 0.5 	(Fig. 4b middle panel) indicates an effective phase shift of ~π; and for 186 

shear solitons ≈ 0.75  (Fig. 4b bottom panel), corresponds to an effective phase shift of 187 

~π/2. (Note that the peak in the center of shear domain wall does not correspond to an 188 

interference maximum because the reflection phase at the domain wall is not zero.)  189 

A complete understanding of the unusual plasmon reflection at domain walls, including the 190 

evolution of its reflectance and phase with both electrostatic gating and soliton types, will provide 191 

much insight on the unique properties of domain wall solitons in bilayer graphene. We hope that 192 

our experimental findings will stimulate future theoretical investigations into this fascinating 193 

system.  194 

In conclusion, we show that surface plasmon reflection at 1D domain walls enables visualization 195 

of a wide variety of domain wall solitons in exfoliated bilayer graphene using near-field infrared 196 

nanoscopy. Such plasmon reflection exhibits strikingly different behavior at shear and tensile 197 

domain walls. Our result provides a new avenue to manipulate 2D plasmons based on stacking 198 

domain wall solitons, and represents a first example of unusual soliton-dependent coupling 199 

between 2D electrons/plasmons in graphene domains and 1D domain wall solitons.  200 
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Methods 267 

Near-field infrared nano-imaging. Our infrared nano-imaging technique is based on tapping mode 268 

AFM. An infrared light beam  (λ=10.6 µm) was focused onto the apex of a conductive AFM tip. 269 

The enhanced optical field at the tip apex interacts with graphene underneath the tip22,23. The 270 

scattered light, carrying local optical information of the sample, was collected by a MCT detector 271 

placed in the far field. Near-field optical images with spatial resolution better than 20nm can be 272 

achieved with sharp AFM tips. Such near-field images are recorded simultaneously with the 273 

topography information during our measurements.  274 



Samples and devices preparation. Bilayer graphene samples were mechanically exfoliated from 275 

bulk graphite onto SiO2/Si substrate and identified using optical contrast with a conventional 276 

optical microscope32. Electrical contacts of Ti/Au (5/50 nm) for back-gate devices are fabricated 277 

by shadow mask evaporation. 278 
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Figure 1 Nano-imaging of domain walls in bilayer graphene using near-field infrared 292 

nanoscopy technique. a, A schematic of infrared nanoscopy technique, where an infrared laser 293 

with wavelength λ = 10.6 μm is focused at the apex of an AFM tip, and the local infrared 294 

responses are probed through the scattered light in the far field. b, The AFM topography image of 295 

an exfoliated bilayer graphene on SiO2/Si substrate showing a featureless bilayer graphene region. 296 

c, The near-field infrared image taken simultaneously with the AFM topography reveals 297 

prominent bright lines arising from the layer-stacking domain wall solitons. 298 



 299 

 300 

 301 

Figure 2 Near-field infrared images of a rich variety of bilayer graphene domain wall 302 

structures. a, A triangular lattice formed by the domain wall network. All domain walls in the 303 

triangular network show the single-bright-line feature. b, A sharply bent L-shape domain wall. 304 

One segment shows the single-bright-line feature while the other segment rotated by 90 degree 305 

shows the double-bright-line feature, indicating different infrared responses. c, A closed-loop 306 

domain wall circle. The single-bright-line segments (close to the vertical direction) and double-307 

bright-line segments (close to the horizontal direction) appear alternatively along the 308 

circumference. d and e, Schematics of the shear- and tensile-domain wall solitons, respectively. 309 

The dashed lines outline the domain wall region through which the AB-stacking domain 310 

smoothly transits to the BA-stacking domain. The arrows indicate the dislocation directions. For 311 

the shear soliton in d, the dislocation vector is parallel to the domain wall. For the tensile soliton 312 

in e, the dislocation vector is perpendicular to the domain wall.  313 

 314 



 315 

Figure 3 Gate-dependent surface plasmon reflection at domain wall solitons. a. Near-field 316 

infrared nanoscopy images of the layer edge, shear soliton and tensile soliton in a bilayer 317 

graphene at different gate voltages. The plasmon feature at the bilayer graphene edge disappears 318 

at Vg=60V, corresponding to the charge neutrality point (CNP), and it becomes stronger with 319 

longer plasmon wavelength with increased carrier density when the gate voltage is changed from 320 

60V to −80V. The near-field optical features at domain wall solitons show related gate 321 

dependences: the feature is the weakest/non-observable for the tensile/shear soliton at the CNP. 322 

Away from the CNP, the double-bright-line feature at the tensile domain wall soliton shows 323 

increased strength, and the line separation increases. For the shear domain wall soliton, the 324 

single-bright-line feature becomes stronger with increased doping, and it evolves into three bright 325 

lines at Vg lower than −20V. These gate- and soliton-dependent features at bilayer graphene 326 

domain walls arise from unusual plasmon reflection behavior at different type of domain walls. 327 

The scale bar is 300 nm. b, Gate-dependent plasmon interference profiles at the tensile soliton  328 

from a line cut in the near-field optical images (along the white dashed line in a). The two peaks 329 

correspond to the two bright lines, and their separation increases with the carrier density away 330 

from the CNP.  331 

 332 

 333 



 334 

Figure 4 Plasmon reflectance and phase at the shear and tensile domain walls. a, Reflectance 335 

of plasmons at shear (red symbols) and tensile domain walls (blue symbols) as a function of the 336 

gate voltage. The reflectance at a tensile soliton is always higher than that at a shear soliton. For 337 

both tensile and shear solitons, the reflectance decreases with increased carrier density (i.e. more 338 

negative voltage). b, Plasmon interference profiles across the layer edge (top panel),  tensile 339 

domain wall soliton (middle) and  shear domain wall soliton (bottom), respectively, at Vg=−80 V. 340 

The dashed line in top panel represents the physical edge position of graphene flake; dashed lines 341 

in the middle and bottom panels represent the center of tensile and shear solitons, respectively. 342 

The shadow areas in the middle (blue) and bottom (red) panels label the structural widths of 343 

tensile and shear solitons. The plasmon wavelength λp is determined to be 120 nm from the 344 

plasmon interference profile at the layer edge. Using this λp value, we obtained an effective 345 

reflection phase of ~π at the tensile domain wall soliton, giving rise to a destructive interference 346 

(i.e. dark point) at the center and a separation of λp/2 between the two side peaks (middle panel). 347 

In contrast, the effective reflection phase is estimated to be π/2 at the shear domain wall soliton, 348 

giving rise to a separation of 3λp/4 between the two side peaks (lower panel). 349 
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